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38 Book-Words for Word> Books, 1847. I)/8.(To the editor of The Sir,—Some of our

Wordbooks omit the dc lowing words; while to others the annex* quotations ought to be added.

They our the second of the Re' David Landsborough," dedicated to the Marl lioness of

Douglas (Edinburgh: 1847.) Th author was known as a naturalist, and ta Presbyterian Minister

of D. is rt Oxford Dictionary, ever growing, well wort careful study. It dates its quotation*. 172...,

and board again,..., h auriferous vessel. D. 1687, 1868 only. AB-lTiLLED, 171..., resting his

head on an ail filled pillow; Apocalypse, 89. That like Th Apocalypse yo now behold that

splendid sea of glass, I 1864 only. Arachnephilological, 141 ... a magnified:spider, with which

my friend, Mr Adam White, would have bee perfectly delighted.Campanulatbd, 265...in

beautyD. 1757, 1856 only.Cannach-tujted, 76. O'er thy brown hill iand wilds,China-looking,

217. Inside it is china-lookingChink, 74..., the heavy dunk of the dark w avis heard.... D. 1823,

1856 only. Concussed,231,...which caused the pollen of Th concussed anther to ascend.... D.

1597, 160 only. 293. These are or i pairs D, 1794, 1870 only. E ab-likb, 237..., and extended

from the ea i like down to the eyes, Ensiform al, 15. Her ensiform al leaves, Fbathsb-star,

157..., the feather-star. 193...this scarlet feather-star is mounted on a stem D. 1862 only.Fiddle-

Heart, 155..., the fiddle-heart urchin, 317....having the rustles of Schizomenu, D. not before

1857.

Heath-fowl, 46..., like'yon heath-fowl gay...' 1000 gathering of the heath fowl...D. 1804 1823

only.Lace-bobbik, 270 ..., lace-bobbins, moved by nimble. invisible fairy hands > | 84..., the

sweet bay and ^mountain-oireled glen...D. 1858 only. Mountain-ckestid, 67. As his own

mountain crested Isle. , and all the blatant beauties of the deep,...D. not after 1831 305. It is

sometimes called the oyster-plant; D. 1868 only. Paddock_spawn, 313..., the more intelligible

name of paddock-spawn; 85 ..., in pride, And rugged grandeur, D. not 1861-1766. Pop-hood,

117..., but before he *as fairly out of his pup-hood,'--' P-" a single to en liven the repast, 131. to

be sent in *ts, i SS..., handsome yacht-rigged quick lBBjT,i239....and build reedy walls which

Boolean s proudest waves cannot demolish. D.from Webster's, 1847, without a quotation,and

with one quotation from 1893.Ea-jelly, 258.. , what is commonly called asea-jelly? D. not

1864-1624.Ka-stobb, 112..., I had laid in no sea-storesTO ON-SHAPED, 194..., Those on the

under partof the body are spoon-shaped,"—--kp, 133.., over the3, 1904 only.IT"' 171 V the

gib)ou8 starlet, a pretty little star-fish, D. not Before 1854. * rob-LlLY, 193..., or stone-lilies • VI

FT-8AILINO, 114.... I returned by the swift sailing wherry,

?55 a kind of open boat, for women and children, called Ionians, 156...., and 5 Ionians, D.

spells it with m instead of n.Portage. 34. 69. 73, 74, 88, 100, 133, 134; good specimens for

future word-books.POT-STONE. 179.... made of a hard stone, called pot-stone, D. perhaps not

of the same stone.SHOT-BELT. 159.... endeavoured to take the daggers and shot-beks that

were about the crew's persons; D. 1805 only. 143..., of the kind called herring salmon, trout,

and carp. D, not.TRENCH. 151.... all the spare axes, trenches, and ice-chisels. (perhaps a

'pruning-knife.) Trenching-hoe. 128 whip and handsaws, ice-chisels, and trenching hoes, as

they are called, to break open the beaver lodges.In this list D. means The Oxford Dictionary,



always useful and interesting, but never ended. It dates its quotations; and this feature

challenges the reader to find earlier, or later, specimens of the words enlisted by its

collectors.Yours, etc.,Edward S. Dodgson, M.A. Oxford. 26th February. 1918.k
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